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Journalists find the story amidst the facts.

Statisticians find the signal amidst the noise.



•Numbers

•Evidence

•Uncertainty

•Surprise



Numbers

No one ever made a 
decision because of 

a number. They need 
a story

Daniel Kahneman



Numerosity:
One, Two, Three

from 15,000 years 
ago to today





Quick gut reaction?

“Regular mammograms reduce 
breast cancer mortality by 

25%.”



Gigerenzer, Gerd, et al. "Helping doctors and patients make sense of health statistics." Psychological science in the public interest 8.2 (2007): 53-96.



Percentages or Natural Numbers?

Researchers estimate that over a 
15-year period, the chances of a 
woman dying of breast cancer 
if  she’s not screened are 0.52%. 
That number will drop to 0.41% 
with regular screening.

Researchers estimate that for 
every 10,000 women who are 
not screened, about 52 will die 
of breast cancer over 15 years, 
compared to about 41 who will 
die even if they are screened.



Big Denominators or Tribe-Sized Denominators?

Researchers estimate that for 
every 10,000 women who are 
not screened, about 52 will die 
of breast cancer over 15 years, 
compared to about 41 who will 
die even if they are screened.

Researchers estimate that for 
every 1,000 women who are not 
screened, about 5 will die of 
breast cancer over 15 years, 
compared to about 4 who will die 
even if they are screened.



But those benefits were 
outweighed by increased 

risks of breast cancer, 
strokes, and heart attacks, 

by 26%, 41%, and 29%, 
respectively.

The data indicate that if 10,000 women 
take the drugs for a year, 8 more will 
develop invasive breast cancer, compared 
with 10,000 who were not taking 
hormone replacement therapy. An 
additional 7 will have a heart attack, 8 
will have a stroke, and 18 will have blood 
clots. But there will be 6 fewer colorectal 
cancers and 5 fewer hip fractures.



Tefina 0.6 mg showed a 35% 
increase in the average number 

of orgasms versus placebo 
(p=0.0013) . . .

Reaching orgasm may be as easy as 
applying one hormone-laced ointment 
beforehand — or so new clinical tests 
for Tefina show. Researchers found 

women who used a 0.6 milligram dosage 
of the testosterone nasal gel reported an 
average of 2.3 orgasms compared to the 
1.7 from those who used a placebo . . .



• Mean orgasms in treatment group:  2.3

• Mean orgasms in placebo group:  1.7

• Mean extra orgasms:  0.6

• Study length:  3 months

• Mean number of sexual encounters:  15

1 extra orgasm 
per 5 months

25 testosterone snorts 
for 1 extra orgasm



Evidence:
How do you know that?









It was a statistic that put the story on a fast 
track to the front page, providing a 
noteworthy benchmark for a well-

established trend. But the new majority 
materialized only because The Times chose 

to use survey data that counted, as 
spouseless women, teenagers 15 through 17 
— almost 90 percent of whom were living 

with their parents.

The failure to prominently and 
clearly explain the methodology of 
the survey used was one of several 
journalistic lapses that I found in 

the handling of this story. . .





The whole problem with 
the world is fools and 
fanatics are always so 

certain of themselves and 
wiser people are full of 

doubt.

-- Bertrand Russell

Uncertainty



Epistemic 
modalities

• My blind date tonight is smart.

• My blind date tonight might be smart.

• My blind date tonight is probably smart.

• My blind date tonight seems to be smart.

• I think my blind date tonight is smart.

• My blind date tonight ought be smart.

• Clearly, my blind date tonight is smart.

• There is a strongish possibility that my blind date 
tonight is smart.

• 🤔 🤨



In a scientific triumph that will change the way the world fights a terrifying 
killer, an experimental Ebola vaccine tested on humans in the waning days of 
the West African epidemic has been shown to provide 100 percent protection 

against the lethal disease.













The findings suggest that the 
average man can drink up to about 
three drinks a day and expect to live 
as long as nondrinkers. Women 
might want to stop at about two 
drinks, the research suggested.

First, the good news: A nip of alcohol 
here and there probably won’t kill you. 
But it won’t help you live longer either.



”Organisms only learn when 
events violate their 

expectations.”

-- psychologists Robert Rescorla 
and Allen Wagner (1972)

cc: Ben White - https://unsplash.com/@benwhitephotography?utm_source=haikudeck&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=api-credit







p-value:
Index of Holy-Shitness



HUMAN-CENTERED
STATISTICS COMMUNICATION

https://www.vox.com/2016/7/20/12212472/what-is-fire
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